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MODULE 2 [Water, Food, Resource]In the module 1, our title is coal power. Coal is a traditional resource that has been used for over one hundredyears. According to the national data provided by United States Energy Information Administration (EIA),nowadays, 48% electricity is generated by coal, 24% is generated by natural gas, 16% is generated by nuclear,and 12% is generated by renewable energy. Also in next 30 years, coal still will be the major resource inproviding electricity.So, what makes coal that much popular in generating electricity? Our research shows that coal used to be thecheapest resource. Even though, natural gas drops down to a more lower price in recent years, coal is still thedominated resource in generating electricity. Taking Chicago as an example, it has six coal power plants thatprovide 44% electricity for about 3.8 million people, which means 70% population of the state in 2010. Coalmine map shows that Illinois has its coal basin, however, Chicago got most of its coal from Powder RiverBasin, which is nearly 1000 miles from Chicago, by using railways. There are two reasons to illustrate whyChicago import coal from that far basin. The first reason is coal from Powder River Basin is half price of coalfrom Illinois Basin, because Powder River Basin has surface coal, it is easy to excavate, while Illinois Basin hasunderground coal. Even added transportation fee, coal from Powder River Basin is still cheaper than Illinois’s.Besides, digging down to excavate coal is not safe. The other reason is that according to the state’s restriction,coal power plants are forced to use subbituminous coal which contains less sulfur and carbon and mainlyproduced by Powder River Basin.However, burning coal could cause serious environmental problems. There are three main waste: airpollution, water pollution and ground pollution. In regions near Chicago, coal power plants emitted14,000,000 metric tons of CO2, NO2,SO2, and also thousands tons of ground ash. Pollution coming fromChicago’s 6 power plants could cause 134 people die and 2557 people sick every year. Confronting suchserious situation, citizens are keeping claiming that United States should get rid of coal power plants.Fortunately, their effort got a good feedback, the generating company starts to either shut down their powerplants or renovate them to reach the American emission standards. In Chicago, Midwest Generation hasalready been forced to shut down its two main coal power station--Crawford Generating Station and FiskGenerating Station. This strategy caused a series of negative effects, like people losing jobs, city losingrevenue, electricity bill raising up 20%, leading a heavy pressure for government. Since coal is a reliableresource in our life, we have to prepare substitute to generate enough electricity.When considering the connection with water and food, coal is firstly delivered by barges through the ChicagoRiver to get into coal power plants. During electricity generation process, large amount of water need totravel through the whole system, in the firebox, water is heated to transfer into steam to run the turbine, theturbine spurs generation to produce electricity, however the steam travel through turbine is pushed intocondenser to cool down, and then go back to boiler to reheat.As mentioned above, coal power plants emit lots of pollutions each year, which does a bad effect onenvironment. So we are trying to use other green resources to replace or decrease coal power plants. Fromthe food part, food waste can be decomposed, and become some biogas, such as bio-methane. If we canreplace coal with biogas, food waste can become useful resources to generate electricity, and also somepollution problems can be solved.


